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Mischievous kiss love in tokyo episodes

Current user rating: 93/100 (4803 votes) You must enable JavaScript to vote Profile Plot Synopsis from AsianWiki Staff © At the college admissions ceremony, high school student Kotoko Aihara (Honoka Yahagi), who is not so clever, notices a nice boy Naoki Irie (Yuki Furukawa). She'll fall in love with him immediately. Kotoko initially does not express his
feelings for him, but eventually has a chance to tell him how he feels. Unfortunately, Naoki turns Kotoko down, saying, I don't like stupid women. One day, Kotoko Aihara's house is badly damaged by an earthquake. While the house is rebuilt, Kotoko Aihara and her father choose to live with their father's friend. When Kotoko Aihara moves into her new
temporary home, she is surprised to learn that Naoki Irie lives there as well. Notes Cast Additional Cast Members: Trailers Current user rating: 93/100 (4780 votes) You must enable JavaScript to vote Profile Drama: Malevolous Kiss 2: Love in Tokyo Romaji: Itazura on Kiss2-Love in Tokyo Japanese: 啦ズ啦なKiss2 ~ Love in TOKYO Director: Kazuya
Konaka, Takashi Ninomiya Screenplay: Kaoru Tada (Manga), Yuuka Arai Network: Fuji TV Episodes: 16 Release Date: November 24, 2014 - April 6, 2015 Runtime: Monday Language: Japanese Country: Japan Plot Synopsis by AsianWiki Employees © Kotoko (Honoka Yahagi) loved Naoki (Yuki Furukawa) for 6 years and eventually married him. Now,
Kotoko transfers to the nursing department in her studies and matches ...  Notes Cast Other Cast Members: Trailers External Links Itazura to Kiss: Love in TokyoA also known as啦ズなKiss ~ Love in TokyoGenreRomance, ComedyCreated byTada Kaoru (manga)StarringHonoka Miki Yuki FurukawaOpen theme Update by SabaoEnding Theme Takaramono
by SabaoCountry originJapanOriginal languageJapaneseNo. episodes16 episodesProduction LocationProductionTokyo, JapanRunning timeMondays at 24:00 (JST)ReleaseOriginal NetworkFuji TVOriginal edition29 March (2013-03-29) -19 July 2013 (2013 -07-19)Chronology FollowsMischievous Kiss 2 ~ Love in Okinawa (Special Episode)Mischievous Kiss
2: Love in TokyoIt began to kiss a playful kiss mischievous kiss: Love in Tokyo (啦ズ啦なKiss ~ Love in Tokyo, Itazura to Kiss: Love in Tokyo) is a 2013 Fuji TV Japanese soap opera, Play Honoka Miki and Yuki Furukawa in the lead roles. It aired from 29 September 2015. In early October 2013, it was announced on the official website Of Mischievous Kiss:
Love in Tokyo that the second season is here green. It has been announced that a special called Love in Okinawa will air on September 12, 2014. The second season began airing on November 24, 2014. Anime streaming site Crunchyroll acquired the streaming rights on January 6, 2014. [1] Background Is based on Japanese manga Itazura Na Kiss written
by Tada Kaoru. Japanese Soap Opera The fifth TV adaptation of manga, after Japan's Itazura On Kiss in 1996, The Taiwanese's began with Kiss in 2005, its sequel They Kiss Again in 2007, Korean Playful Kiss in 2010 Thai Kiss Me in 2015 and Chinese Miss in Kiss in 2016. Series plot Kotoko Aihara (Honoka Miki) is not very intelligent and lacks ability in
school. It's in Class F, the least intelligent class in its class. Despite this, she has been in love with the most beautiful and electrest guy of the school, Naoki Irie (Yuki Furukawa), ever since she saw him lecturing at a high school entrance ceremony. In his third year of high school, she writes him a love letter, but is rejected immediately. She is devastated to
see her letter hasn't even been looked at and decides to give up on the jerk who rejected her without even reading it. On the same day, Kotoko's house is hit by a shooting star and collapses. As it is rebuilt, her father receives a phone call from his longtime friend and is invited to stay with them. When he arrives, he's in shock to see that this is the house of
Naoki Irie and his family. Although she shows a cool approach, she realizes that she can't help but love him. What happens when fate takes over, and Kotoko's chance of winning Naoki's heart falls in her hands? The cast of The Main Cast of Honoka Yahagi as Kotoko Aihara Honoka Miki, who plays the role of Kotoko Aihara Kotoko Aihara is the protagonist.
She has a one-sided love for the school's most popular boy since her freshman year of high school. Although she is not good at academics, she works hard to succeed. She lives with her single father, and her mother died when she was young. Because of the incident with their new house, Kotoko and her father are forced to move out and now live with Irie's
family. Although Naoki and his younger brother are initially cold to her, she is openly welcomed by their parents - especially their mother, who develops an immediate connection to Kotoko due to always wanting a daughter. During the first season, Kotoko feels as if Naoki hates her and is slow in realizing that he is actually falling in love with her. This is mainly
due to the fact that Naoki gives her mixed signals about his feelings towards her when he does not even understand them. Despite his indifference, Kotoko still works hard and tries his best to help Naoki and his family whenever he can. Kotoko is also a close friend of Kinnosuke or 'Kin-chan', who openly expresses his love for her. However, she doesn't
reciprocate her feelings and likes him as a close friend. Towards the season one finale, when Naoki is about to marry Sahoko, she finally gives up on him and tries to move on with Kinnosuke. Despite her efforts, she realizes that she is never able to let go of her love for Naoki. After this realization, Naoki soon endocries her true feelings and proposes to her.
This leaves her with shocked, but she happily accepts. Yuki Furukawa as Naoki Irie Yuki Furukawa, who plays the role of Naoki Irie Naoki Irie is the smartest and most beautiful boy at Tonan High School. He is said to have an IQ of 200 and is very popular among girls due to his intelligence and good looks. He can be a little intimidating for other students in
Tonan, especially the bottom ranking class F, which Kotoko is a part of. Despite the fact that almost all the girls in his school love him, he is not interested in any of them. At first, he is very cold and rather bad kotoko, so the impression that he does not like it. However, he warms up to her as the story progresses and begins to fall in love with her. However, he
fails to understand his feelings because he has never experienced such emotions before. Although he is an academic genius, he is very slow when it comes to emotional intelligence and does not realize that he is in love with Kotlebo. Since Naoki could do anything to set his mind with ease, he never experienced any physical or psychological difficulties
before meeting Kotoko. Although she makes it clear that Kotoko often causes him problems, she admits that she too has made life more interesting for him. He later confesses how she allowed him to finally experience basic human emotions (such as excitement and nervousness) for the first time. He experiences jealousy when he sees her with Kin-chan in
season one, but is still unable to understand her feelings until hearing that Kin-chan has suggested to her. Eventually, he realized and accepted his true feelings for Kotok, and knew that he could actually lose her, decide to get to know her feelings and confess to her. Then he suggests Kotoko and they get married. Later in the series, Naoki reveals that
Kotoko was the reason he wanted to attend college and became a doctor (given her suggesting that he would be excellent). The supporting cast of Yuki Yamada as Kinnosuke Ikezawa Kinnosuke is Kotoko's good friend. She has a one-sided love for Kotok and is willing to do anything for her. He is the only one in his class who hasn't been able to go to
college because of low scores. He was angry about it, but later became upset when Kotoko told him that he would always find something he was good at; and not graduation means that it can get a head start in the field of work. That encourages him to work as a chef at his father's restaurant. He has a hatred for Naoki because of the way he treats Kotoko
and his cool attitude towards her, but also because he knows Kotoko loves him. He goes to great lengths to win Kotoko over, even after high school, in the hope that his unrequited feelings will eventually be reciprocated. He suggests Kotoko when Naoki has to marry Sahoko. He is rejected and painfully comes to terms that Kotoko can't love him the way he
loves Naoki. When Kotoko and Irie got married, he was forced to confess. Still, he warned Naoki that if he ever breaks her heart, he'll be there to wipe away her tears. Nanami Fujimoto as Jinko Komori Jinko is one of Kotoko's best friends. She usually wears headphones around her neck and along with Satomi, she takes care of Kotoko and adores her. Jinko
is very into music, supported by her equally musical friend. She has a habit of telling people things that are supposedly meant to be kept secret - like when naoki's mother said that he and Kotoko kissed, and when she told Naoki that Kin-chan had proposed to Kotoko. She is well aware of Kotoko's feelings on Naoki and despite being aware of his cool attitude
towards her, encourages her friend to continue this love. Kasumi Yamaya, who plays the role of Satomi Ishikawa Kasumi Yamaya as Satomi Ishikawa Satomi is also Kotoko's best friend. She's a little more mature than the other two. He is interested in design and hopes to become successful in this field. She is level-headed but can be just as clueless as
Jinko and Kotoko. Tomomi Nishimura as Noriko Irie Noriko Irie, who is referred to as Mama by her husband, is the mother of Naoki and Yuuki. She loves Kotoko more than anyone else because she always wanted a daughter and treated Kotoko as her own from day one. He's very young and can be a little immature. She is much younger than her husband
and is very bubbly, energetic and positive. When she first found out kotoko loved Irie, she was very happy and from there she didn't stop at anything to make sure they ended up together. She supports Kotoko in her quest to win Naoki's heart, aiming to thwart someone else's plans to get close to him. She can sometimes be seen as a bit of control, in the
sense that Naoki moved out because he wanted to live his own life and not the one that his parents planned for him. Still, she really loves her family and is ecstatic when Naoki confesses and proposes to Kotoko. Koura Kazumasa as Shigeki Irie Len Mama Irie as Papa, Shigeki Irie is the father of Naoki and Yuuki, and also a longtime friend of Father Kotoko.
He's a very cheerful man who surprises Kotoko because he looks and doesn't do anything like Naoki. He works hard and is the boss of a large company that Naoki is due to take over in the future. He is a little controlling of Naoki's life, bringing him up to be his successor, even if his son thinks otherwise. When he collapses because of health problems, Naoki
takes over the company. This escalates to the point where it almost allows Naoki to marry the granddaughter of a corporate partner to save the company. In the end, he supports Naoki's desire to take Kotoko's place (he likes her hilarity) and allows Naoki to pursue her dream of becoming a doctor. Yuga Aizawa as Yuuki Irie Yuuki is Naoki's younger brother.
He'll take Naoki and come up to him. This makes him act cold towards Kotoko when moves in. An elementary school student, he is a genius and is smarter than Kotoko. Yoji Tanaka as Shigeru Aihara Shigeru Aihara is the father of Kotoko. He works as a chef in his own restaurant called Aihara. He's good friends with Naoki's father. He cares very much about
his daughter and knows that Kotok's love for Irie is one-sided. Kanna Mori as Yuko Matsumoto Matsumoto is one of Kotoko's rivals. She likes Naoki, too. She is very good at tennis and convinces Naoki to join the tennis team with her. She is very smart and beautiful, but she decided to go to college, which is below her standards is because she saw and fell in
love with Naoki when she was in high school. Riho Takada as Sahoko Oizumi Sahoko is Naoki's fiance at the end of the series. She fell in love with him at first sight. She is very jealous of Kotoko because Naoki's mother loves Kotoko a lot. Guest stars Aiko Sato as sister K. Irie Actress, who portrayed Kotoko Aihara in the original series, which aired in 1996.
She was seen in Episode 10, talking to Kotoko at remembrance when she was their age. Takashi Kashiwabara as Doctor N. Irie The actor who portrayed Naoki Irie in the original series, which aired in 1996. He was seen in Episode 15. International Broadcasting Philippines - GMA Network - April 21, 2014 [2] Hong Kong - Now 101 - June 22, 2013 Singapore
- WakuWaku Japan - November 23, 2015 Indonesia - RTV - November 2014 Indonesia - WakuWaku Japan - October 28, 2015 Myanmar - WakuWaku Japan - October 28, 2015 Thailand - True4U - September 16, 2015 Testimonial ^ Crunchyroll Adds Mischievous Kiss - Love in Tokyo J-Drama. Crunchyroll. January 6, 2014. Restored January 6, 2020. ^
Links Official Fuji TV site two official pages Official Facebook page Official Twitter Itazura on Kiss: Love in Tokyo on the Internet film database obtained from
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